style wise

AT HOME WITH Joy Cho,
designer and blogger in
Los Angeles.
MY LOOK Colorful, patterndriven, and feminine.
DECORATING WISDOM
Collect along the way. If you
come across a pillow or a
lamp or any other accessory
you love, just get it. It’s meant
to be part of your home.
FAVORITE TREASURE A pair
of bust planters (opposite).
My husband and I were so
broke when we were starting
out! These were a gift from
him once we got on our feet.
They celebrate our hard work
finally paying off.

Joy cherishes time
with husband Bob
and daughter Ruby,
whether it’s on a stroll
in their neighborhood
or at home in the
living room, opposite.
“That’s where
our family comes
together,” she says.
“It’s the place we can
hang out and just be.”
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oh, joy!

With a wildly popular blog and product lines,
a growing daughter, and a home that truly fits her
lifestyle, Joy Cho has found her happy place.

by sally finder weepie | photos david tsay | styling scott horne

“I can’t live without
metallic gold,” Joy says.
“I probably have one too
many pairs of gold shoes.”
That Midas touch carries
through in her living
room, left, with wallpaper
she designed for Hygge &
West. In the dining area,
right, a little fun is always
on the menu. “I love
food,” Joy says, “so my
favorite thing here is this
collection of food-related
prints. They’re quirky!”

Seems like Joy Cho had it all.

A blog zipping with traffic to its posts on fashion, food, and home
decor. A booming business designing pretty things, from stationery
to wallpaper. A stylish home where she and husband Bob, a pediatric
orthopedic spinal surgeon, could relax and entertain. Then came baby
Ruby. Having it all just got better.
Kids and style. Can they really coexist? “Before I had Ruby,
parents told me I’d have to put foam corners on everything and get
rid of anything decorative,” says Joy, who became a mom in October
2011. “Sure, some changes need to be made for safety, but I don’t think
having a baby means I need to lose my style or the rooms I love.”
So what are the Ruby-friendly secrets inside your
grown-up living room? “I had a white couch, which is crazy with a
kid,” Joy says. But buy a new one? Ouch. Joy’s friend Emily Henderson,
interior designer and host of HGTV’s Secrets from a Stylist, came up
with a smart solution: a slipcover that’s just like a fitted sheet. It’s dark,
patterned, and washable, so no more worries. Other keys: Ditch the
wood coffee table in favor of soft, wipable leather poufs and trade out
accessories. Glass and precious stuff? Put it on the high shelves.
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“To me, style is a visual statement of what

intrigues me and makes me happy.”
						

Pattern play in the master
bedroom, opposite, takes
a subdued approach. “It’s
a peaceful place that I
want to come back to
at the end of each day,”
Joy says. Color pops are
everywhere: flowers,
bowls, the retro-look
snack fridge, left, and art.
The Cho family portraits,
below left, by illustrator
Anna Bond of Rifle Paper
Co., celebrate Ruby’s birth
and her first birthday.

As a design pro, what’s it like to work with an interior
designer? “It’s very collaborative,” Joy says. “Emily wants my input. I
know what I like, but I need a vision like hers to bring all those random
things together.”
Your designs for wallpaper, stationery, kids’ clothing—
they’re all about pattern. Is it a big jump to living with a
mix of patterns in your rooms? “It’s not a one-day thing like
mixing patterns in an outfit, which I love to do,” Joy says. “Emily
tones me down and makes sure I’m not too color-crazy. The secret is a
contained palette. In my living room and bedroom, all of the patterns
are different, but they’re in the same color family, so everything looks
considered and designed.”
What inspires your creations? “Inspiration comes from
everywhere,” Joy says. “I’m surrounded by so many fellow bloggers
who are generating content for their sites every day. But I also make
it a point to look beyond the online world. I’m always seeing things
in everyday places—on a walk, at the grocery store—that inspire
something else.”
Speaking of blogs, what’s the backstory on yours? “I started
my blog in 2005 as a creative outlet while I was looking for a new
job,” Joy says. “It became an unplanned marketing tool—potential
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Joy Cho

“Since Ruby was born,
we’re so much better at
documenting life,” Joy
says. “It’s always in my
head: How do I capture
the moment?” Cameras,
below, are always within
reach. Ruby is turning out
to be Joy’s “mini me,”
framing up shots with her
toy camera and showing
the same fashion sense.
They both like to step out
in cool pink-capped shoes,
right, made in Africa and
sold by Brother Vellies in
New York.

clients could see my aesthetic and my style. Oh Joy! was really a happy
accident. No one knew back then what blogs could become.”
Which of your recent blog posts have been a real hit? “One
of my favorites was Fruity Summer Striped Ice Cubes,” Joy says. “My
vision really came to life with the help of a photographer capturing
beautiful but quickly melting ice cubes. That post got over 1.5 million
pins on Pinterest in just a few days.”
What’s the best thing about blogging? “Getting to create
something that comes from my imagination and then share it with
other people. But that’s also the worst thing. The options are endless.
It’s hard to ever turn off that part of my brain.”
What’s the best advice you ever got? “Dream big,” Joy says.
“Every year I set a goal for myself. It might be something that seems
pretty out there. But when it’s a goal, you start taking the steps
to make it happen. A big goal is big motivation.”
So, what’s next? “My big goal for this year was to partner with
some great brands for home decor products, and I’m happy to say
that is happening,” Joy says. Be on the lookout: Her offerings in
early 2014 will include kids’ bedding and decor collections for The
Land of Nod.
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Joy’s love of color comes
through in Ruby’s room.
“My favorite things are
the vintage campaign
chests,” left, Joy says.
“A reader in San Diego
e-mailed me after seeing
them on Craigslist. She
said, ‘They’re so you.’ And
she was so right! I love the
mix of colors and the gold
accents. They’re playful
but still sophisticated.”
The contact-paper circles
on Ruby’s wall, below,
are another fun detail. “I
didn’t want anything too
permanent,” Joy says.
“The room should change
as Ruby grows.” n

Get inspired!

Go behind the scenes
with Joy on BHG’s
Style Spotters blog.
BHG.com/Joy

“Your home is your
sanctuary. It should
reflect the emotions
you want to surround
yourself with.”
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